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Message from the President

Most successful ventures are the result of many, interlocking parts working well together. This is certainly the story of the Ron Brown Scholar Program. What makes us unique is that we have always insisted that the Program be more than just a scholarship. We are a safety net and a support network advancing the collective impact of our extraordinary, service-minded Scholars through an organization that functions very much like a family or team—with ongoing personal bonds and collective gatherings. Friend-raising—bringing Scholars and professionals together—is one of those integral and interlocking components that has contributed to the success of our Program and our Scholars.

Perhaps one of our most successful gatherings to date was held October 25th at the home of our newest Board of Trustees member, Meredith Eggers, who lives in Los Altos, CA. Meredith encouraged us to create more of a West Coast presence, which we call RBS West, due to the large number of Ron Brown Scholars and Ron Brown Captains based in California. Nearly forty RBS representing almost all RBS classes from 1997 to 2019 attended as well as RBS staff and dozens of Friends of Ron Brown Scholars (FORBS).

We measure our success by the number of new friends, volunteers and donors who join in our vision, as well as by the depth of engagement, mentorship, the graduation rates, their achievements, employment outcomes and of course, the RBS’s commitment to the less fortunate.

Today, the Ron Brown Scholar family numbers 465 Scholars, thousands of donors, friends, mentors and volunteers. Over 23 years we have created the Guided Pathway Support Program which has provided over 2,600 African American high schoolers with college and scholarship counseling, partnered with more than 15 corporations and 15 universities, and have witnessed Scholar achievements far beyond anything our founder Tony Pilaro and I could have initially imagined in 1996. We name more than 200 Ron Brown Captains annually.

We could not have done this without our Board of Trustees, Advisory Board, selection teams, dedicated staff, friends and donors.

In this newsletter, we’ve listed our donors and we share the “$20 million by 2020” Campaign details. We’ve set an ambitious goal of raising a $20 million endowment by the end of 2020. With 14 months remaining in the campaign, our endowment has reached over $17 million, which is being managed by Alliance Bernstein. Our dream is to build an endowment sufficient to support the dreams of students like these in perpetuity.

I’m hoping you will stand with our extraordinary Scholars and help us cross the finish line. To close out our campaign, we’re turning to the Friends of the Program with a request: pledge to match a portion of what the Scholars themselves raise in donations during 2019. There is no stronger testament to the importance of our work than the willingness of our Scholars to support it. The oldest of our Scholars are just turning 40, and all of them—from the most recent graduates to those mid-career professionals—continue to give generously because they know firsthand the value of the Ron Brown Scholar Program. RBS have donated more than $60,000 in 2019 alone.

With just over a year left, we are so close to our goal! My hope is that all who read this newsletter will increase giving and stand with friends and Alumni to make the dream of $20 million by December 31, 2020 a reality.

Thank you for considering. Please enjoy the holidays and, as always, please reach out to me with any questions or ideas for us.

Sincerely,

Michael A. Mallory
President and CEO
Malakha Mathama Bility (RBS 2014) earned her BA in Public Policy and Global Health from Duke University. She currently serves as a Clinical Research Coordinator at UNC Chapel Hill’s School of Medicine where she engages in research on preventing early-childhood obesity. With the goal of promoting healthy family behaviors around nutrition and activity, she is measuring the impact of a health communications tool kit for families and their pediatricians.

Her interest in health communications was greatly informed by her undergraduate internships, which were supported by the Ron Brown Scholar Program. In 2016, she completed an internship in the office of Terence Carter (RBS 1997) and FOX Entertainment Executive Vice President. The Ron Brown Scholar Program also provided her with funds for two other internships, which Malakha says laid the groundwork for her career as a public servant. In Summer 2017, she completed an internship with Sesame Street in their International Social Impact Department and in Summer 2018, she lived in Geneva, Switzerland to complete an internship in the Migrant Health Division of the UN’s International Organization for Migration.

Like so many members of the Ron Brown Scholar family, “impact” figures largely into Malakha’s definition of success. She looks forward to collaborating and building community with fellow RBS who are also passionate about improving quality-of-care for vulnerable populations.

With family from both sides of the Atlantic (Liberia and the United States), Malakha is interested in public health that stretches from the local to the global.

Scholar Profile: Malakha Mathama Bility, RBS 2014

Mathama Bility (RBS 2014) graduated from Duke and currently serves as a Clinical Research Coordinator at UNC Chapel Hill’s School of Medicine.
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Stakeholders: A Long-Term Investment in the Ron Brown Scholar Program

On August 2–4, Ron Brown Scholars and FORBS gathered at the offices of Deloitte in Washington DC for the annual summer leadership conference, affectionately known as the Ron Brown Family Reunion. The weekend began with a Friday night reception where Scholars connected and networked with each other as well as FORBS, both old and new.

Saturday was all about the Scholars. The day started bright and early with opening remarks from RBSAA President, Marquise McGraw (RBS 2002), followed by presentations and open discussions on topics such as career development, mental health and political engagement. Some of these conversations looked inward at the Ron Brown community itself, including “RBS Alumni Professional Development Plan,” a session facilitated by Dr. Carmelle T. Norice Tra (RBS 1997) and “Ron Brown Scholar Regional Chapters” a presentation from Leslie Turner (RBS 2013). Others looked outward, at the ways that Ron Brown Scholars and Alumni engage with their place in the world beyond the Program, most notably “Community and Civic Engagement,” a discussion with Morgan Harper (RBS 2001), a 2020 Candidate for Congress in Ohio’s 3rd Congressional District and Mondaire Jones (RBS 2005), a 2020 Candidate for Congress in New York’s 17th Congressional District. The sessions inspired conversations that were both challenging and creative and the Scholars and Alumni in attendance left the day invigorated and full of ideas on how to further engage in their communities.

The weekend would not have been complete without a healthy dose of Scholar competition, which came in the form of a team building activity midway through Saturday, where Scholars were split into two teams and challenged to work together to lift a long stick—a task that ended up being much more difficult than it sounds.

The Ron Brown Leaders Network held its annual Leaders Summit on June 28–29 at Goldman Sachs Global Headquarters in New York, NY. Over 150 Ron Brown students and alumni turned out for the opportunity to engage with one another while learning and networking with our corporate partners. This year, 12 corporate partners attended the Summit and provided leadership over the breakout sessions. Sessions included a Women in STEM Breakfast sponsored by Deloitte, Albert Einstein School of Medicine, Goldman Sachs and Lockheed Martin; a Case Competition led by facilitators from Wake Forest University School of Business; Senior & Alumni Professional Development sessions led by executive coaches Cindy Joseph, Rebecca Wilson and Ty Moore (RBS 2002); and a Q&A session exploring job satisfaction in early career stages with panelists from Google, Otis Elevator, Deloitte and Lockheed Martin.

2019 Ron Brown Leaders Summit
Guided Pathway Support Program Partners with College Track New Orleans

The Guided Pathway Support Program (GPS), a 2016 initiative of the Ron Brown Scholar Program, was developed for the purpose of teaching underserved high school students how to prepare for, apply to, and pay for college. Using its high-tech and high-touch mentorship model, GPS advises students through an online college access community. To date, the GPS program has worked with over 2,600 students nationwide.

This summer, an invitation was extended by Mike Woodward (RBS 2004), Executive Director of College Track New Orleans, to the GPS development team. Mike posited the possibility of a collaboration between the RBSP and College Track, a college completion program dedicated to working with first-generation, low-income students on their educational journey from freshman year of high school until they walk across the stage at college graduation. Mike’s hope is that the two organizations, working in tandem, will greatly increase the outreach and thus increase the number of first-generation, low-income high school students who receive college admission advice and subsequent assistance through their graduation from college. He believes that collaboration with GPS will increase access for College Track scholars as it will connect them to a community extending beyond the boundaries of New Orleans. “To be associated with a peer group of more than 2,000 individuals who share similar aspirations is powerful in and of itself, but to also be able to receive individualized supports around the clock throughout the process is immeasurable.”

New Orleans was the site of the August 27, 2019 initial discussion. It was attended by RBSP Vice President, Vanessa Evans-Grevious, GPS Program Director, Kiya Jones (RBS 1999), College Track New Orleans Executive Director, Mike Woodward (RBS 2004), and College Track and 2019 Ron Brown Scholar, Linda Denson.

Mike’s association with College Track began while he was a graduate student at Tulane University’s School of Public Health and Tropical Medicine. He first learned of College Track New Orleans as a community partner. Their mission, to empower students from underserved communities to graduate from college resonated with him based on his own journey to become a first-generation, low-income college graduate. Two years later, he joined the team as the Site Director because it allowed him to be “the adult” he needed when he was younger. He believes that the holistic, uniquely long-term commitment (10 years) to scholars has provided the key to the organization’s ongoing transformative impact: 400+ scholars, a 100% four-year college matriculation rate (Fall 2018), and twice the national graduation rate for low-income and first-generation youth.

The program includes three interconnected pillars: 1) Academic Affairs prepares scholars for the rigors of college with intensive academic support that strengthens mathematical and critical thinking skills, including tutoring, study groups, dual enrollment, and more; 2) Student Life enables scholars to explore their passions while developing leadership and teamwork skills; and 3) College Access provides personalized support to navigate the college selection and application process.

Continued on page 7
Late last year, the Ron Brown Scholar Program launched STEM101, an initiative supporting Guided Pathway Support Program (GPS), students interested in math, science, and related fields. Led by Dr. Christopher Hunter (RBS 1998) and supported by generous funding from the Fund II Foundation and our partners at Goldman Sachs, STEM101 builds on the success of GPS, which has helped over 2,600 high school juniors and seniors successfully navigate the college application process. Our high-tech, high-touch approach harnesses the power of social media to create a nationwide learning community. The results speak for themselves: to date, 99% of GPS students have gone on to college.

We designed STEM101 as an antidote to the persistent underrepresentation of African Americans in the ranks of science and engineering professions—an early step in building the diverse and nimble workforce that will help drive tomorrow’s innovations. Our interventions are based on educational and social science research demonstrating the importance of cultural as well as academic preparation: focusing on both the technical and soft skills necessary to succeed in college, STEM101 provides students with academic counseling and mentorship. We also emphasize the importance of research experiences to nurture the curiosity and hands-on engagement to nourish the creative spirit that drives students to these fields in the first place.

STEM101 is still in its first year, but we have already helped connect our students to some pretty incredible opportunities. Two of our students, River Fields and Ededi Adjagbodjou, actually worked together creating tissue-engineered blood vessels and researching how stem cells interact with hormones and anti-inflammatory drugs. Samantha Adjei has been interning in a lab at the New York Medical College, researching a tick-borne infection called babesiosis. Suad Mohamed joined a research team at George Mason University investigating whether race affects the odds of transplant survival in patients suffering from polycystic kidney disease. Journey Washingtonhigh earned a perfect score in the MIT MathROOTS olympiad, won a Silver Medal in sculpture at the NAACP national convention in Detroit, and interned at the Air Force Research Lab, where she was immersed in the life of the lab, designed curriculum, and earned a secret security clearance from the Department of Defense. Olivia Ibeh learned to code in several programming languages and built a makeup website catering to women of color.

STEM101 can’t remove all the challenges facing tomorrow’s science and engineering professionals, but we can help set them up to succeed. Young people with these kinds of experiences not only receive a leg up in the competitive world of college admissions; studies have shown that they are also much more resilient, and more likely to continue in their chosen fields, even when confronted by adversity. In seeking to foster a culture of research, engagement and active inquiry among high school students today, STEM101 is planting the seeds for tomorrow’s breakthroughs. We are extremely proud to welcome these students into the RBS family and we can’t wait to see what they will achieve.
developing social-emotional skills through experiential learning and community service; and 3) College Completion supports scholars with 1:1 coaching throughout the entire college experience as they select, apply to, enroll in, and graduate from college.

For Mike Woodward, the Ron Brown Scholar Program was an equalizer on his educational journey. It allowed him to attend college without fear that undue financial burdens would hinder his progress. Beyond the financial support, RBSP offered an extended family where he could embrace his blackness and brilliance simultaneously. “I have gained a mentor in Mr. Mallory and countless friendships over the course of the past fifteen years. Through unwavering support in times of both triumph and despair, the RBSP has afforded me a level of social capital that has and will continue to enhance my trajectory and the trajectories of those who come after me”.

The productive meeting in New Orleans proved even more fruitful than hoped for due to a visit to an exhibition by New Orleans artist, Leonard Galmon (RBS 2014). The productive meeting in New Orleans proved even more fruitful than hoped for due to a visit to an exhibition by New Orleans artist, Leonard Galmon (RBS 2014). For the Sake of Order, was his third exhibit with the Arthur Roger Gallery. Leonard remarked, “My work is inspired by my experiences in predominantly white spaces. It’s inspired by the little things we know as micro-aggressions. The way people react to me, the way they are surprised by the way I speak, me going to Yale, me being an artist. I realized that I just didn’t make sense with their conception of society. I was out of place. The grid has been used by cartographers to segment, organize and order the land. So I latched onto it as a means of expressing order in the general sense. I placed it on top of portraiture to reference more specifically the ordering of Black people. Removed from the context of cartography, the grid becomes its own ‘order’ en-

Ron Brown Scholar Program Partners with Apex Clean Energy

We are proud to welcome Apex Clean Energy as our newest corporate partner in the Ron Brown Leaders Network. Apex Clean Energy is an independent renewable energy company based in Charlottesville, VA focused on building utility-scale generation facilities. The company will support 2019 Ron Brown Scholar Kinan Martin. Kinan is a graduate of Albemarle High School in Charlottesville, VA. He is now pursuing an engineering degree at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).

We look forward to connecting our talented students who are passionate about sustainability and green energy with APEX.

Tina: The Tina Turner Musical

Tina: The Tina Turner Musical co-written by Katori Hall (RBS 1999) and Olivier Award-winning playwright from Memphis, will officially open on Broadway at the Lunt-Fontanne Theatre in New York City on November 7th. Learn more at www.katorihall.com.

New Orleans, continued from pg. 5

Vanessa Evans-Grevious, RBSP Vice President (shown below), joins Herbert Spurlock (RBS 2014), Linda Denson (RBS 2019), Kiya Jones (RBS 1999) and Mike Woodward (RBS 2004) at the Arthur Roger Gallery to view the art exhibit For the Sake of the Order, by Leonard Galmon (RBS 2014).
Verizon Adfellows

Providing Access for Diverse Talent into Advertising

By: Nancy Coleman (RBS 2014)

Breaking into the advertising industry is a notoriously difficult feat and that’s only for those who are aware of the robust selection of career paths available. If you don’t know someone in advertising, you probably don’t know about all the jobs in it, either. Another major issue that plagues the industry is the lack of diverse talent. As a result, multi-million dollar brands like H&M and Pepsi Co. have either missed the mark or completely botched communicating to audiences in a diverse world. It’s no secret that many creative works are brainstormed, approved, produced and launched with no people of color in the room. And if they were in the room, they were not empowered enough to say something and be heard.

Verizon Adfellows seeks to change the inaccessibility of the hiring process and help usher diverse talent into agency doors, one emerging leader at a time. The program started in September 2017 with 20 fellows who were either recent graduates looking to launch a career or established professionals entering a new industry. Fellows cycle through four 8-week rotations in marketing roles both client-side and with partnering agencies, including the ranks of big advertising names like McCann Worldgroup, R/GA, and one of RBSP’s very own partners – Weber Shandwick. This kind of access in such a short time frame is unprecedented, but it only works thanks to buy-in from both fellows in the program and agency partners offering guidance and support. September 2019 marks the program’s third year, now with nearly double the number of fellows and three times as many partner brands and agencies compared to its first year.

As an alumna of the program, I know firsthand just how talented, motivated and inspiring these fellows are – they will not stay quiet in the face of unequal, unjust, or otherwise unacceptable work. Likely, the hardest thing about breaking in for most of us is stepping into environments that are often slow to change. However, if you consider yourself to be or know someone eager to make waves with the patience to test the water first, Adfellows might just be the right fit.

Remembering Our Dear Friends

Steven H. Rubin (1933-2019)

Steve Rubin served as an advisor to Ron Brown Scholars, RBSP Editor and Historian for more than 18 years.

Cokie Roberts (1943-2019)

RBSP was honored to have Cokie Roberts serve as our 2015 American Journey Awards host and as a longtime RBSP supporter.
The Ron Brown Scholar Program wishes to thank all of the foundations, organizations and friends who have supported our mission.

FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS • OCTOBER 1, 2018 – SEPTEMBER 30, 2019

SCHOLARSHIP SPONSORS
Scholarship Sponsors are very special and generous people who have provided the funding to fully support a Ron Brown Scholar and without whom we could not award the number of scholarships we do, nor support our wonderful young Ron Brown Scholars in the unique way that is the foundation of our mission.

- Boggs Family
- CAP Charitable Foundation
- Fund II Foundation
- Goldman Sachs
- Dane E. Holmes
  In honor of Jonas Holmes, Jr.
- Ann D. Horner
- John McAllister
- Dr. Donald S. and Kim Orkand
- Anthony M. Pilaro
- Joshua B. Rales and Susan Weissman
- Ron Brown Scholar Alumni Association
- Jonice and Stacy Gray Tucker

LEADERS NETWORK PARTNERS
Our Leaders Network Partners share valuable career advice with our young leaders while introducing them to professional opportunities within their organizations.

- Apex Clean Energy
- Capital One
- Deloitte
- Goldman Sachs
- Google
- KCI Technologies, Inc.
- KCI Technologies
- Latham & Watkins LLP
- Lockheed Martin Corporation
- Otis Elevators
- Palantir Technologies
- RTI International
- Siemens Healthineers
- Steptoe & Johnson, LLP
- Travelers
- Verizon
- Viacom
- Wake Forest University School of Business
- Weber Shandwick

GPS PARTNERS
Colleges, universities, educational organizations and foundations who share in the Guided Pathway Support Program’s mission to help talented African American youth defy the college access gap have joined GPS as Educational Partners.

- Fund II Foundation
- Goldman Sachs
- RFI Foundation
- The Siemens Foundation
- Amherst College
- Carleton College
- Carnegie Mellon University
- Cornell University
- Facebook
- Florida A&M University
- Fund II Foundation
- The George Washington University
- Georgia Tech
- University of Maryland
- Eastern Shore
- Northwestern University
- Pomona College
- Swarthmore College
- The College Board
- University of Richmond
- University of South Florida
- Virginia Tech
- Wellesley College
- Wesleyan University
- College of William & Mary

FOUNDATIONS & CORPORATIONS
Albert Einstein College of Medicine
Bain & Company
Boule Foundation
Buckley LLP
The CAP Charitable Foundation
Catalyst Foundation
Charities Aid Foundation America
The Cochran Firm PC
DC Ventures & Associates, LLC
Epsilon Zeta Boule
Loudoun County
The Interpublic Group of Companies
Jack Kent Cooke Foundation
The Joseph and Robert Cornell Memorial Foundation
Kolar Charitable Foundation of Buckley LLP
Kregg Charitable Fund
MacFarlane Partners
Investment Management, LLC
Merck
MIM Software, Inc.
The Peter B. & Adeline W. Ruffin Foundation
Sigma Pi Phi, Gamma Boule
Squire Patton Boggs, LLP

MATCHING GIFT PROGRAMS
Amazon Smiles
Apple
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
AT&T
The Benevity Community Impact Fund
Combined Federal Campaign of the National Capital Area
Exelon Corporation
Fidelity Charitable
Goldman Sachs
Google
Lockheed Martin Employees’ Political Action Committees (LMEPAC)
Melcare Fund - Morgan Stanley
Global Impact Funding Trust, Inc.
Microsoft
Morgan Stanley
Network for Good
Paypal Charitable Giving Fund
TIAA Charitable
YourCause Corporate Giving Programs

OUR FRIENDS
FOUNDER’S COUNCIL
- Dane E. Holmes
- Dr. Donald S. and Kim Orkand

SCHOLARSHIP CIRCLE
- Kenneth C. Frazier
- Ann D. Horner
- Joshua B. Rales and Susan Weissman
- Kathy Thornton-Bias

CHAIRMAN’S CIRCLE
- Anonymous
- Dr. Nicole K. Bates
- Barry and Meredith Eggers
- The Leslie Family Fund
- Thaderine D. MacFarlane
- Jonathan D. Mariner
- John McAllister
- The Monahan-Couric Family Fund
- Aaron S. and Rosa Williams

BRIDGE BUILDERS
- Stephen and Mary Anne Burns
- Ambassador Diana Dougan
- John M. Fuscoe and
  Dr. Gayle DiLalla
- Andrew C. Pilaro
- S. Sonjia Smith
- Tony Waller

INNOVATORS
- Drs. Mark & Jean Abel
- Joyce Batipps
- Esther Benjamin
- Laurel and Tony Bennett
- L. D. Britt, MD, MPH
- Brockenbrough Family Fund
- Janice Burnham
- Michael and Cheryl Janey
- Calthoun
- The Colin and Alma Powell Family Fund
- Chris Conte
- Arthur Dean
- Terri P. Dean
Lynn and John Dillon
Barbara and Hamilton Fox
Jordan Goldberg
Dana Goldsmith
Anthonie Goudemond
Heidi Hansan
Heiner Family Fund
Ogechukwu Ireno
Barbara and Jay Kessler
Kate B. Kessler
Norma Krayem
Denice Kronau and
Michael Reitermann
Calvin and Esperanza LaRoche
Leffler-Koran Family Fund
Donald P. Lord
Dr. Dexter Love
Jermaine Lowery
Lance Morgan
Lesia B. Moss
Catherine S. Muther
Andrew and Noelle Philipp
Paul and Kelly Raymond
Clyde Robinson
Sabine Von Sengbusch
Brian Siegel
Mary and Tom Snitch
Sharon Spaulding
In honor of Ambassador Diana
Lady Dougan
Elsie Wilson Thompson
Michael B.S. Treisman

AMBASSADORS
Bosun Adeoti
Anonymous
Max and Caren Aronin
Patrick Baker
Lorisa Bates
Carolyn and David Beach
Dr. George Beller and
Ms. Katherine Brooks
Dr. James and Susan Blackman
Karen Borno
Stanley Boyd
In honor of Crystal Boyd
(RBS 2006)
Donna Broshek
Dale Brunelle
Kristina Brunelle
Wendy Brown
Mickey Burnim, PhD.
John Burt
Asila Calhoun
Margaret Dodson-Hatcher
Nicholas R. Duke
Dr. Melody Carter-Ellis and
Mr. Curtis Ellis
Diane Dewhirst
Shelton Duvall
Michael and Caroline Ellis
Elvira Elek
Kenneth Epps
Greg and Tierney Fairchild
Richard and Pamela Feinstein
Hon. Lauri J. Fitz-Pegado
Kim and Jay Flom
B.K. and Jackie Fulton
Tom Geismar
Dr. John B. Gordon III
Shavonne Banks Gordon

Kenneth Grant, Sr.
Virginia and Harold Hallock
Bert Hash
Rodney and Freda Hobbs
Jonas Holmes
Anne Holton
Jerry Jackson
Cindy Joseph
Dolly Joseph
Ann Kaufman
Patrick Linehan
Mary Malgoire and Beatrice
Birman Fund
Michael A. Mallory
Gavin R. McFarland
Robert S. and Sylvia Melvin, Jr.
Mark Moore
John and Sarah Moran
Paulette J. Morant
Jessica Nagle
Charles Neal
John and Anita O’Connell
Christine Ortiz, Ph.D.
Brandon Parrott
Don and Olwen Pongrace
Eileen Cassidy Rivera
John and Kyoko Robinson
Lois J. Sandy
Jon Shoates and Laura
Washington-Shoates
Harigovind Singh
Anthony and Tracy Solomon
Troy and Kim Stanfield
Mark Steitz
The Honorable Paula Stern, PhD
The Honorable Jay Swett
Melanie White Terry
Sonserae Toles
Daria Torres
Alina Urdaneta
Stephen Watts, II
Westwind Foundation
Benjamin F. Wilson
Danielle Purfey Wright

DIFFERENCE MAKER
Anonymous
Hiram Arnaud
Aercia Banks
Sue and John Berry
Jeremy Biggs
Kat Bloomfield
Will Boggs
William Bouie
Jennifer Brinkerhoff
Cleo S. Brown
Chad Burns
Yolanda Caraway
Kevin J. Carrington
Elizabeth and David Chesler
Rohan Christie
Christopher J. Churchill
Bridget Coburn
Caroline Coburn
Charles and Lelia Crowders
Michele Dancz
Alice Dear
Chanan Delivuk
Bill Dorsey and Leslie Rathjens
Stuart Eizenstat
Vanessa Evans-Grevious
Roger and Lisa Fairfax
Jennifer Fariello
Beth Flaherty
Ragan and McDara Folan, III
Chris Foley
Samantha Franklin
Sophia Green
Rand J. Gruen Ph.D.
Bradley H. Gunter
Cindy Hamady

SUPPORTERS OF THE RON BROWN SCHOLAR PROGRAM
In 2017 the Ron Brown Scholar Program embarked on bolstering our endowment to $20 million by 2020 in order to award a minimum of 20 Ron Brown scholarships annually. As of September 30, 2019 we are at $17.06M - please help us cross the finish line by making a donation or pledge. Any and every contribution is important to us as we continue to ensure the long-term sustainability of the Program.

**SUPPORTERS OF THE RON BROWN SCHOLAR PROGRAM**

Kate Hamilton  
Sidney H. Hankerson  
Carol Harris  
Jackie Harris  
Andy Holden  
John Houghton  
Yolanda Hudson  
John Hughes  
Fred and Lesley Israel  
Lou and Dan Jordan  
Victoria Anne Joyal  
Damishia King  
Joyce Kline  
Dana Knight  
Geraldine D. Kruger  
Dr. Arman Lakes  
Dr. Mahlene Duckett Lee  
Denise Levitan  
Peppy Linden  
Deborah Lodge  
Monica Gray Logothetis  
Gregory Lorjuste  
Richard Martin  
Susan Matula  
In honor of Rand J. Gruen  
Anita McGinty  
Roger and Robin Millay  
Linda Miller  
Jason D. Mims  
Justin Morgan  
Kathie Morris  
Divalizeth Murillo  
Cynthia Murray  
Karen O’Neil  
Bert Page  
Sondra Raspberry  
Leslie Rathjens  
Scott Rechler  
Ann Reilly  
Ryan Revel  
Danielle Robinson  
Gretchen Robinson  
Emely Rodriguez  
Richard Rosenfeld  
David Samuels  
Richard Schmitt  
Charlene M. Sedgwick  
Marc J. Selverstone  
Sonia Smart  
Victor Spano  
Douglas Stormont  
Ian Swain  
Konrad Trewick  
Lucy Tuton  
Henry and Zulema Weinschenk  
Damon A. White  
Mary Wiedorfer  
Nicole Woodward  
Bethany Dickerson Wynder  
In honor of Patrick Fouché  
Charles W. C. Yancey  
**RON BROWN SCHOLARS**

---

**SUPPORTER’S CIRCLE**

Chidinma Agbo  
Victoria Chigozie Akah  
Akintobí Akinseye  
Sterling F. Alic  
Naomi B. Andebrhan  
Autumn Joy Anderson  
Anonymous  
Garry Archbold  
Jocelyn T. Bell  
Thomas Berrings  
Efren W. Bonner  
Crystal N. Boyd  
Destiny Brown  
Esther Brown  
Micheal D. Brown  
Lowell D. Caulder  
Halle C. Clotey  
Brittany N. Coleman  
Brandon L. Cook  
Douglas H. Cunningham  
Jim W. Cunningham  
Iman M. Dancy  
Joshua Davis  
Natalie R. Davis  
Mya L. Thompson Doelling  
Folake I. Dosu  
Dora I. Duru  
Matthew H. Espy  
Kaila J. Gilbert  
Maurice A. Gilbert  
Alem T. Giorgis  
Leesa Greenwood  
Njeri Grevous  
Sara Hallu  
Caroline Haoud  
Morgan G. Harper  
Shayla Harris  
Ashley V. N. Hayes  
Andrea Headley  
Ellen T. Yiadom Hoover  
Alvin E. Hough, Jr.  
Taylor Howell  
Ollie M. Howie
IN MEMORY OF

Robert Binswanger

Commutarian Award

The Robert Binswanger Communitarian Award established in spring of 2019 will be given annually to a Scholar who exhibit extraordinary commitment to the common good.

Joseph Bagnoli
Frank Binswanger
John Binswanger
Larry Chernikoff and Allison Beck
Lisa Dickinson
Alden and Mary Fiertz
Lisa and Bill Goodman/Weinreb
Haskel Family Fund
Kathleen Keane
Katie McGrath & J.J. Abrams Family Foundation
Angus King
Skye Kramer
Robert Love
Ryan McGuire
MIT Media Lab
Andrew Palmer
Stephen and Carla Schwartz
Doug Ulman
Judith Warren
The Wooden Nickel Foundation
Eugene Yi

Thomas Hales Boggs, Jr.

Endowed Scholarship Fund
Boggs Family
Joseph and Annelise Brand
Lansing Lee, III
Michael J. Nardotti Jr.,
Jeffrey L. Turner
Christopher A. Pilaro

Fellowship in the Arts Award
Andrew R. McFarland

In Memory of Steven H. Rubin
Margaret and James Barrett
Vito and Bevin Cetta
James Craig
Sarah Cushman
Richard and Virginia Lyons
Linda Sobel
Harvey and Leslie Wilcox

VOLUNTEERS

We extend a special thanks to the phenomenal members of our Board of Trustees, Advisory Board, Leaders Network Advisory Council, National and Local Selection Committees, GPS volunteers and our many community volunteers. We thank you for your dedication, time, advice and wisdom. Without you, we could not do what we do.